
MEPO Forum / 給 MEPO 的建議
[好]是[更好]的敵人!

pltur1992 / July 05, 2011 04:18PM

[好]是[更好]的敵人!
Hello, everyone:
I am a rookie just a few minutes.
It's a perfect website when one of my best friend introduced this to me.
Without consideration, I have become one of the member soon.
To be frank, I am taken this by surprise since I found that the website is different from others.
There are three points to say.
First, it is relatively "clear", contrary to some websites, like faceXXX, which is my favorite.
Second, it is a site that to talk over what is the real meaning of life in order to fulfill our dream in right way.
Last but never the least, the goal of the website is what I have yearned for and I hope it can help those who lose
their life directions.

I wish that the MEPO website can go somewhere some day in the foreseeable future and benefit not a few people.
Hope that MEPO can found more topics, such as traveling, literature panelty discussion, to name just two.
Hope that MEPO can renew every day and have many activities so that we can meet each other and be best
friends.
Why not do it and help he who need help in no time?
Let's create our society and I believe it attainable!!!

twcctz50 / April 30, 2012 04:45PM

Re: [好]是[更好]的敵人!
good
pltur1992 Wrote:
-------------------------------------------------------
> Hello, everyone:
> I am a rookie just a few minutes.
> It's a perfect website when one of my best friend
> introduced this to me.
> Without consideration, I have become one of the
> member soon.
> To be frank, I am taken this by surprise since I
> found that the website is different from others.
> There are three points to say.
> First, it is relatively "clear", contrary to some
> websites, like faceXXX, which is my favorite.
> Second, it is a site that to talk over what is the
> real meaning of life in order to fulfill our dream
> in right way.
> Last but never the least, the goal of the website
> is what I have yearned for and I hope it can help
> those who lose their life directions.
>
> I wish that the MEPO website can go somewhere some
> day in the foreseeable future and benefit not a
> few people.
> Hope that MEPO can found more topics, such as
> traveling, literature panelty discussion, to name
> just two.
> Hope that MEPO can renew every day and have many
> activities so that we can meet each other and be
> best friends.
> Why not do it and help he who need help in no
> time?
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> Let's create our society and I believe it
> attainable!!!

劉昌賢
手機:0930562313
市話:02-24930127
227新北市雙溪區梅竹蹊路一巷21號1樓
美好的一天~生活館
http://www.pcstore.com.tw/twcctz50/
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